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After a whirlwind romance, Taryn Mitchell finds herself married to A-list movie star Ryan Christensen, but must figure out how a small-town girl like herself fits into his glittering world filled with
paparazzi, on-set temptations and jealous fans. Original.
When their once-passionate marriage gives way to business demands, Tate arranges an overnight getaway with his bereft wife, only to have a badly timed business call threaten everything he
cares about. Original. 350,000 first printing.
Kace August: famous, intense, dark, addictive. Aria Alard: a woman with secrets, passion, and a dangerous past. Passion. Secrets. Mystery. Aria fell hard for Kace. She trusted him. But did he
deserve that trust? And where is Gio?A Wicked Song is the second book in the Brilliance Trilogy.
Sarah has spent her whole life fighting against her father’s wishes. She doesn’t care about his old beliefs and traditions; she just wants to go to college. Sarah’s determined to do something
with her life that doesn’t involve baking pies and being a good wife, and she’s convinced that with enough hard work, she’ll manage it all. That is, until she gets put on a class assignment
with Robert Hasting who seems intent on causing trouble in her life in more ways than one. Robert is sick of his father telling him what to do and who to date. When he leaves for college, he
promises himself that he’s finally going to have some fun. That is, until he meets Sarah. She’s everything that Robert has ever wanted, but can he make her notice him when all she seems to
care about is coursework?
We said we could do casual. We swore we wouldn't fall in love. We lied. Charlie I didn't buy my house just so I could stare at the guy next door. I swear. It's not my fault he mows the lawn with
his shirt off. His tattooed muscles are an eye magnet. I can't look away. The first kiss is an accident. One taste and I have to have more. We were supposed to keep it casual. Neighbors with
benefits. No big deal. When a client comes after me for turning him into the FBI, Lucas swears he'll keep me safe. I'm not supposed to fall in love with him. That's not the deal. I'm walking
straight into broken heart and I can't stop myself. Lucas My new neighbor is a nightmare. Or a wet dream. Charlotte Winters, the crown princess of the Winters clan. It shouldn't be hard to
keep my distance. We have nothing in common. I grew up not knowing where my next meal was coming from. She grew up with a personal chef. But Charlie isn't what I expected. It's not just
that she's funny, and determined, and sexy as hell. She's vulnerable. She's in danger. And she turns to fire in my arms. One kiss and I'm in too deep to walk away. I have no business being
friends with a woman like her, much less claiming a place in her bed. Too f*king bad. Now that I've had a taste of Charlie, I'm not giving her up. Not until I have to. Even if it destroys us both.
"Would you pay fifty million for your soul mate?" Francisco "Paco" Castillo is a bilingual billionaire with unconventional ideas about love, sex and possession. He believes there is no other half
to make him whole. Paco dreams of experimenting with a dangerous reality not of his own making. Club Alpha owner, Zaire Sebastian, can make Paco's vision a reality-for a price. Greta
Dahlem is an extreme sports executive whose ambition masks a terrible secret. When her mentor Gia Township, sponsors her as a player in Club Alpha, Greta's unsure she can survive the
inherent risk of the game Zaire weaves. But in her heart, Greta yearns for a man who will complete her, and erase the brutal tragedy of two years ago. As the fantasy progresses, Greta comes
to realize she is the loose string in a plot of murder and deception that begins to unravel. Without knowing who to trust, Greta must decide between two men. When the three are thrown
together, the lines of reality and fantasy blur. Is there any way for her to know what is real? Cliff-hanger free Standalone novel HEA
Jacob is furious that his ex-girlfriend, Justine, has turned both his business and personal life upside down. He wants more than anything to be by Destiny’s side to rebuild what Justine tore
down, but Destiny’s mother is hell bent on keeping the billionaire at a distance. With Destiny’s mother not allowing him to see her in the hospital, Jacob throws himself into fixing a financial
disaster at work. Meanwhile, Destiny’s ex-husband, Montie Brown, is working overtime to reclaim the woman he never stopped loving.
Best Book of Fall (Esquire) and a Most Anticipated Book of 2021 (Lit Hub) What Has Happened to Fiction in the Age of Platform Capitalism? Since it was first launched in 1994, Amazon has
changed the world of literature. The “Everything Store” has not just transformed how we buy books; it has affected what we buy, and even what we read. In Everything and Less, acclaimed
critic Mark McGurl explores this new world where writing is no longer categorized as high or lowbrow, literature or popular fiction. Charting a course spanning from Henry James to E. L.
James, McGurl shows that contemporary writing has less to do with writing per se than with the manner of its distribution. This consumerist logic—if you like this, you might also like ...—has
reorganized the fiction universe so that literary prize-winners sit alongside fantasy, romance, fan fiction, and the infinite list of hybrid genres and self-published works. This is an innovation to
be cautiously celebrated. Amazon’s platform is not just a retail juggernaut but an aesthetic experiment driven by an unseen algorithm rivaling in the depths of its effects any major cultural shift
in history. Here all fiction is genre fiction, and the niches range from the categories of crime and science fiction to the more refined interests of Adult Baby Diaper Lover erotica. Everything and
Less is a hilarious and insightful map of both the commanding heights and sordid depths of fiction, past and present, that opens up an arresting conversation about why it is we read and write
fiction in the first place.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Jasinda Wilder comes a sexy, laugh out loud romantic comedy series that is the perfect escape. If you’re a fan of Sex in the City and you binge watched Selling
Sunset, you don’t want to miss this. It was just supposed to be just a 40th birthday prank for our boss after a wild night of girlfriends, laughter, and a LOT of margaritas. When we placed the ad in the
newspaper, we never thought anyone would actually answer it. We also didn’t think that Laurel would be so brainless as to put Lizzy’s actual phone number in the ad… “Beautiful, successful single woman,
40, seeks attractive male billionaire to impregnate her the old-fashioned way. No strings. NOT seeking sugar daddy. Validation required. Serious inquiries only, please.” What could possibly go wrong?
Everything.
Royal has more trouble than he can handle.His father's been murdered, and the killer is trying to destroy the Sawyers any way they can.The last thing he needs is to complicate his life further. Like, say, with a
woman.But Daisy Hutchins doesn't feel like a complication, she feels like the only thing that makes sense in a life turned upside down.Daisy isn't looking for any kind of complication, especially one of the male
variety.She has enough trouble of her own, and men have brought her nothing but bad luck.Royal swears he's different. The scary thing is...Daisy almost wants to believe him.Everything about Royal screams
danger for a normal girl like her.Royal is gorgeous, rich, and powerful.Daisy should send him packing before he makes everything worse. But when he smiles, all she can think is Yes
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Welcome to the most exclusive club in the world. The Novo Club. Novo is Latin for “change.” Our members prefer the word “shift” though. It’s the hottest club in town. The price of membership is your heart
and your secrecy. All you need to do to join is to be loved beyond your wildest imagination by someone powerful with an…alpha side so primal it’s in their blood. Are you ready? Good. Then let’s begin. * * *
The Billionaire Shifters Club is a paranormal romance series featuring the five Stanton siblings, four brothers and one sister who are all part of an ancient shifter family living in modern America. The
subterranean club-within-a-club beneath the streets of Boston, Massachusetts holds secrets only the Stantons and their fellow shifters know. The first three books in the series, The Billionaire Shifter’s Curvy
Match, The Billionaire Shifter’s Virgin Mate, and The Billionaire Shifter’s Second Chance are included in this hot, irresistible collection.
As America reels from the bizarre presidential assassination committed by a child, seven men are abducted from their normal lives and delivered to a secret government facility. Each man has his own career,
his own specialty. All are identical in appearance. The seven strangers were grown--- unwitting human clones---as part of a project called 7th Son. The government now wants something from these "John
Michael Smiths." They share the flesh as well as the implanted memories of the psychopath responsible for the president's murder. The killer has bigger plans, and only these seven have the unique
qualifications to track and stop him. But when their progenitor makes the battle personal, it becomes clear he may know the seven better than they know themselves.
The Billionaire's Club-a fabulously sexy contemporary romance series about some of the world's wealthiest, most powerful men and the women they claim...and keep. In Claimed by Him, Graves Buchanan
has always been secretly obsessed with Chloe Lexington, an innocent "princess" who also happens to be his best friend's sister. But Graves would never dare touch her-his desires are too erotic, too
deep...too dark. Little does he know that Chloe is just as infatuated with Graves. She's dreamed about him for so long, despite her brother's warnings that she could never handle a man like him. Now that
Chloe has turned twenty-five, what she wants for her birthday is Graves. But once she has him, can Chloe tame the passion that will be unleashed? Praise for Red Garnier "[Her] storylines are so intensely
romantic, you can't help but fall in love."-Fallen Angel Reviews (5 stars) "Smokin' hot." -RT Book Reviews on The Satin Sash "I wait in anticipation for the next titillating novel by this very talented author."-Two
Lips Reviews
The Stubborn SuitorComplete Series (An Alpha Billionaire in Love Bbw Romance)Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Meet the Maverick Billionaires'sexy, self-made men from the wrong side of town who survived hell together and now have everything they ever wanted. But when each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an
incredible woman he never saw coming, he will soon find that true love is the only thing he ever really needed...
As far as twenty-seven-year old Ellie Jones is concerned, she is not only the youngest CEO in her company's history, she's also the best. So when Daniel Treville-one of the richest men in America-purchases
the company and wants to lead it in a new direction, Ellie is not about to give up power without a fight. Daniel is not a man to be trifled with, however, and when she defies him Ellie quickly finds herself pulled
over the handsome billionaire's knee for a painful, humiliating bare-bottom spanking. Yet despite her outrage and embarrassment, Daniel's firm chastisement leaves her unbelievably aroused, and when he
takes her long and hard on her own desk it is by far the hottest thing she has ever experienced. But Daniel has much more than just a good, hard spanking planned for Ellie. He has it in mind to own not just
her company, but her as well. She will remain CEO, but she will also have a new role as his sexy, submissive pet, and soon enough Ellie finds herself naked except for a tail in her bright red, well-spanked
bottom, being taught to please her new master properly. Though she cannot deny the fact that Daniel's dominance sets her ablaze with desire, Ellie still has a thing or two up her sleeve, and he will have to
work hard to keep her in line. But when she takes her defiance too far and ends up in over her head, will she end up losing Daniel forever? Publisher's Note: The Billionaire's Pet is an erotic romance novel
that contains spankings, sexual scenes, pet play, pony play, anal play, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
In this all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling series, Hunter and Gretchen are finally tying the knot—but their wedding may not be the easy fairy tale they’ve dreamed of...
Someone's out to ruin Gretchen's happy-ever-after on the eve before the big day. Can she trust Hunter, the man she's given her heart to? And can she rely on her sister Daphne (the least
reliable person of all!) to help her salvage things? Or is this marriage going to go down in flames before Gretchen and Hunter ever get to the altar? Includes a sneak peek of Dirty Money, first
in Clare’s brand new Roughneck Billionaires series. Praise for the Billionaire Boys Club Novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great storytelling…delightful
reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus Reviews
It's hard to believe the sweet blond is a stone cold criminal.Those lavender eyes. Her lush mouth.That body.I won't be taken in by a sweet pair of tits and long legs.She's after my company.
She's after me.You know what they say about enemies.I need her close so I can figure out exactly what she's up to.It's all business, I swear.The more I'm with her, the harder she is to
resist.She's an ice sculpture of a woman: perfect and untouchable.But I see the spark in her eyes, the fire beneath the surface.I need her to ignite. Just for me.What do I do when I discover the
truth? She's everything I suspected her of and worse.But the real shock?She's not the villain in this story.I am.Somehow I have to find a way to make it right before I lose the best thing that's
ever happened to me.
I’ve been through hell to get to this place. To wear the perfect white dress and stand beside Royce Hale, the liar I tried desperately not to fall in love with and failed. Or maybe I’m still trapped
in hell because the devil is here too. He lurks at my side, plotting terrible ways to make me his. It’s win at all costs in this family, and I know now just how far the Hales will go to get what they
want. But you can’t survive in a house full of lies without learning the art of deception, and once I become a Hale, I’ll show them exactly what I’ve mastered. THE DECEPTION is the third
and final book in the twisted Filthy Rich Americans trilogy. It should be read after THE INITIATION and THE OBSESSION.
The first book in this New York Times, USA TODAY, and Wall Street Journal best selling series is currently FREE! All books are now available. "Calling all Fifty Shades of Grey and Crossfire
Series fans! If you've been looking for your next fix, this is the series for you! Talk about some serious YUM!" - Read-Love-Blog Who is Sebastian Lock? The bar Sophia Pearce is in doesn't
look like much. The wine is bad and the decor worse. But when a sudden attack of curiosity leads her to sneak past security and into the back room, she discovers something unimaginable.
The most lavish party she's ever laid eyes on, in the most unlikely of places. But that's nothing compared to what comes next, to the man she meets back there. Sebastian Lock. Gorgeous,
commanding, and radiating charm, he is exactly the sort of silver-tongued rake Sophia has sworn to avoid. Unfortunately, he doesn't care much for her promises. Every instinct tells her to run,
but the chemistry between them is as inescapable as gravity. Soon, he's opening her eyes to a whole new world of pleasures, pleasures she never thought she'd enjoy. There's just one
problem. Sebastian is more than he seems. Between the famous company he keeps and the almost paranoid secrecy of his employers, he's a puzzle Sophia can't quite solve, and his
insistence on keeping things casual forces her to confront the demons of her past. Can she learn to trust again? Or will Sebastian's privacy tear them apart? Note: This book is the first part of
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a trilogy that is designed to be read in order, much like The Blackstone Affair. Sebastian and Sophia will get their happily ever after, but not until the last book. All books in the series are now
available! This is a 35,000 word novella, or about 120 pages (roughly half a full length novel). It contains erotic content and a dominant man who always gets what he wants in the bedroom. It
is intended for readers aged 18 and over.
#1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER When playboy businessman Jonas Faraday receives a private note from the anonymous intake agent assigned to process his online application to an
exclusive club, he becomes obsessed with finding her and giving her the satisfaction she claims has always eluded her.
The Billionaire's Club-a fabulously sexy contemporary romance series about some of the world's wealthiest, most powerful men and the women they claim...and keep. Luke Preston is the
ultimate playboy among his billionaire friends. Every bad girl in Chicago has surrendered in his bed. Some good girls, too. But when he ends up in the hospital after an assassination attempt,
he takes his friends' advice and goes on a retreat to a Cancùn resort to recoup, regroup, and lay off the ladies...Until he lays eyes on the stunning brunette across the beach, who inspires
every dark, erotic thought his mind can conjure. Peyton Lane has always been serious and responsible. Now, she's determined to have some fun-and a delicious, sexy affair with a stranger
while she's on vacation. When a blond Adonis named Luke crosses her path, she's determined that he will be the one. But Peyton gets more than she bargained for when Luke introduces her
to a passion unlike any she's ever experienced...and shares the dangerous secrets of his soul...in Taken By Him. Praise for Red Garnier "[Her] storylines are so intensely romantic, you can't
help but fall in love."-Fallen Angel Reviews (5 stars) "Smokin' hot." -RT Book Reviews on The Satin Sash "I wait in anticipation for the next titillating novel by this very talented author."-Two
Lips Reviews
A man who has it all reunites with a woman who takes it all off in a Las Vegas romance from the bestselling author of Forever My Girl, now a major motion picture! They don’t call it the Strip
for nothing. . . . Living in Sin City, Finn McCormick is no stranger to one-night stands, but the last person he expects to find losing big on the casino floor is a former high school fling. Even
though Macey Webster’s clearly down on her luck, she’s still a knockout, and she’s dressed like a stripper—because she is one. Drunk off an unfamiliar cocktail of lust, pity, and compassion,
Finn offers to pay Macey’s debts if she cuddles up to him around town . . . and does whatever he wants between the sheets. Macey came to Vegas for one reason only: money. She’s got a
young daughter to support, and the tips really are bigger in Vegas. But when she blows her earnings on blackjack, her guardian angel is the rich boy who once stole her heart and never called
her back. Although Macey would love to turn the tables on Finn, she can’t afford to refuse his proposition—and soon she’s enjoying herself much more than she cares to admit. Macey’s used
to baring her flesh, but baring her soul will take far more courage. Praise for Stripped Bare “Finn is the super sexy billionaire every reader will drool over! A far, far hotter version of Pretty
Woman that will leave you holding your breath ’til the end!”—Christi Barth, author of the Naked Men series “An amusing retake of Pretty Woman, entertains with blistering physical desire and
witty banter amid high-stakes personal conflicts. . . . The conflicted hero and unsinkable heroine make a great pair in this sexy contemporary with a heart of gold.”—Publishers Weekly “Five
amazing stars for Heidi McLaughlin.”—Books & Boys Book Blog “Five stars . . . The story pulls at your heartstrings at times and you really cannot help but want Macey to get the HEA.”—Mrs.
B’s Books “Get ready! It’s a wonderful book that you’re sure to love.”—FMR Book Grind “Stripped Bare is the stuff adult fairy tales are made of.”—Book Angel Booktopia “What a great five-
star story this was. A sweet, sexy read that made me swoon, smile and managed to make me shed a few tears along the way.”—TDC Book Reviews Includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
The alpha gave me a baby. While snorkeling in the Caribbean, I got lost. I washed up on a remote island, only to be confronted by a very handsome, but utterly pissed alpha male. Tom is
sullen, stormy, and gorgeous. He’s got piercing blue eyes, a square jaw, and six pack abs that make my mouth water. Evidently, he’s the caretaker for this private island and sees me as
nothing more than a pain in the ass … until one fateful night. To say that there were fireworks is putting things lightly. But then, the secrets begin coming out. Tom's not just the caretaker. He
owns this island. In fact, he’s an actor. A famous one. He’s even won an Academy Award! Is it my fault that I never watch TV or movies? I’m stunned, but I have my own secret too because
now I’m expecting his child. But will the alpha male ever know? After all, the island keeps its secrets … and my pregnancy is only the beginning. This is a secret baby second chance romance
where our sassy heroine is filled with spirit and fire. Brynn’s outraged that Tom didn’t tell her the truth about his identity from the get-go, and she’s going to make sure he knows it! But never
fear, they get their happily ever after because the baby needs both of his parents. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for my readers.
From Best Selling Author, Ali Parker comes another book in her beloved Alpha Billionaire Series… She’s his forever, but keeping up with his needs is starting to redefine ‘forever’. The vacation in Jamaica is
over and was exactly what everyone needed to catch their breath, but coming back to a government audit and possible takeover of Bryant Accounting Firm was not expected. Between Bethany’s masters
program taking far more of her time than she thought possible and the drama with her closest friends, her work begins to suffer. Damon’s caught up in the madness at work and needs more than anything a
woman to come home to at night and make him forget anything but the feel of her skin against his. Sadly enough, he finds himself alone far too many nights. An alpha male can only hold back so long, and
he’s at his breaking point at work and home. Can love conquer all? Can it overcome stress, jealousy and condemnation? Come find out… This is book 4 in a long running series. Likely to end on a cliffhanger.
** 18+ Explicit sex scenes & foul language. Billionaire, alpha male, strong female, office romance, lust, taboo, forbidden, accounting, business affair
Can he win back his wife? When Caroline McNeill shows up outside her husband’s mansion, she claims to have no memory of the past year…or their passion-filled honeymoon. But faking amnesia is the only
way Caroline can find out if Damon was behind her abduction. She needs to trust him—a man she craves but still barely knows—before she can tell him about their infant son. Did the Silicon Valley mogul
merely marry to claim an inheritance then dispose of her? Or is what they share real and forever?
Cami Hendricks has a lot on her plate. She's a single mom, works full-time, and her ex is a nightmare. Plus, every time she sees her mother, Cami has to tolerate her jabs about her weight. As if all that wasn't
enough, the first guy Cami thinks she might really like seems to be playing games with her. His hot and cold attitude is not what she needs, especially with her ex playing hardball for full custody of her
daughter. Drew Sloane is torn - he can't get Cami out of his mind. Ever since he met her at a party, all he can think of is her beautiful face and her luscious body. But the timing couldn't be worse. Before he
can dedicate himself to winning Cami, Drew has a delicate personal situation he has to clear up. Now that Cami has lost all trust in him, can he convince her that she's all he wants? BOOK ONE EXCERPT:
She allowed him to lead her towards the beach, where they both sat down in the sand and stared out at the ocean. Or rather, it was Cami who was staring out at the ocean. After a moment, she realized that
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Drew was staring at her. She turned her eyes towards him, and her breath caught at the his hungry look. One moment they were staring at each other, the next, they were kissing. Cami didn't know how it
started, but what she did know was that Drew's lips were suddenly on her own, hard and hungry, his tongue seeking entrance into her mouth. For a split second, Cami froze. She had not been with a man
since her divorce and hadn't planned on being with one now. But Drew had been so sweet, and he was so sexy, and his lips felt delicious against her own. So Cami finally allowed herself to relax, leaning into
the kiss and opening her mouth to let him in.
Read these classic romances by New York Times bestselling author Maisey Yates. Her Little White Lie Dante Romani’s shock engagement to employee! Paige Harper can’t believe her little white lie has
made the headlines. The only way to secure the adoption of her best friend’s daughter was to fake an engagement with her boss. Now she can hear him marching down the corridor to fire her! The press
have spent years cultivating Dante’s devilish persona, but now he wonders if this Ôengagement’ could be an opportunity to change that. Paige will wish he had fired her when she hears his terms: if she
wants his ring she’ll have to play the part of devoted wife in public and in private… Originally published in 2013 The Couple Who Fooled the World The true meaning of ÔKeep your enemies close’… Most
women would kill to be on Ferro Calvaresi’s arm. The enigmatic Italian is one of the richest men in the world and at the top of his business game. Julia Anderson is not most women. She’s as rich as Ferro
and twice as hungry. The only way to seal a major deal is for these two rivals to play nicely…together. Yet neither expects the media to soak up their ruse so quickly or so publicly! But when the deal is won are
the world’s hottest new couple beginning to believe their own lie? Originally published in 2013
"Matteo, I want that necklace. Whatever it takes, find it and bring it to me." Prickly, buttoned-up racing team owner Abby Ellison isn't legendary playboy Matteo Di Sione's type. But Abby has something he
needs—a necklace prized by his grandfather—and where his lethal charm doesn't work, sponsorship of her team does! As they travel from Dubai to Monte Carlo to Brazil, Matteo thrives on the thrill of the racing
world and the surprising allure of innocent Abby. But when he discovers the secret that drives Abby's ambition, Matteo realises he can't just take the necklace and walk away…
"His instant lust was palpable. His instant love was unbelievable. The instant legacy we created? That was fate." Alice doesn’t know she will succumb to the gravity that is Damon Monroe, the only heir to his
family’s mighty legacy. But he does. From the moment they meet at his exclusive nightclub, Monroe insists that Alice is his fated match, foretold almost fifteen years ago when he didn’t believe in love. His
need for her costs her more than one job. His drive to continue his family’s legacy has her making more than one mistake. And his instant lust that transforms into instant love for a woman named Alice
Culver? That makes her the only one who can destroy him. Alice doesn’t know she will completely change one of the most powerful families in America. She doesn’t know she will become one of the most
hated yet revered women in the corporate world. Everything she doesn’t know, Monroe will teach her. He will stain her, train her, and then help her reign over his empire. All she has to do is show up to work
one night. Fate will take over from there --- billionaire, billionaire romance, first time, instalust, alpha, romantic suspense, inexperienced, bdsm, domination submission
Bethany had one more year of school left, and once again, poverty strikes hard. The only option would be to encourage her mother to marry her new boyfriend Kent, a billionaire tycoon in the world of
accounting. Mom is more than happy to move the wedding date up, and Bethany's soon-to-be father is willing to pay for her schooling - on one condition. She work for his firm as an intern throughout the next
year. She agrees without hesitation, but little does she know that Kent's oldest son, Damon is the CFO. Dark features and a stare that would melt panties, he's everything one might imagine of a Billionaire's
spoiled alpha son, her new boss. Her billionaire boss plays lots of games and though she hates herself for it, Bethany is more than yearning for the chance to fulfill His Needs.
"It's the ultimate fantasy of reading, anything is possible." - TLBC preview reader"As hot as is gets. Period." - TLBC preview readerI have all that money can buy. Power, sexy women, and toys. All kinds of
toys. Everything is perfect, or at least it is until the exclusive Lesbian Billionaires Club I belong to gives me an ultimatum-stop the revolving door of women or leave the group. Insisting I settle down is crossing
the line, and I want none of it. At least until she comes into my life. Suddenly someone I crave, a woman I can't stop thinking about, that I must have for my own. I won't take no for an answer.The Lesbian
Billionaires Club is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It's the first in the TLBC series and introduces the members of the club. You can read it on its own, but you'll want to read the others once you
get a taste of the lesbian billionaires.
Billionaires like him have a type. And it's not me... I'm not the kind of girl who has one-night stands.Except...I did.What can I say? After a few drinks with a gorgeous man who made me feel alive for the first
time since losing my mom, I was powerless to say no.And I didn't regret it. Not one minute of our hot, mind-melting night together.But he wasn't a forever kind of guy. So I walked away. I wasn't supposed to
ever see him again.Then I did.Turns out my sexy one-night stand is Dr. Jacob Mitchell-and he's the cardiothoracic surgeon who just saved my dad's life.The shocking part?He never forgot about me or a
single minute of our night together.And he wants more.Actually, he wants it all.But I'm no fool. And just because he handles hearts every day doesn't mean I'm going to give him mine.Not without a fight,
anyway ... Dr. Mitchell is a spicy contemporary romance featuring an alpha billionaire/reformed player, and the feisty free spirit who steals his heart. Sexy times are definitely included, and a happily ever after
is guaranteed. Download today!
SummerEvers Sinclair is dangerous. One flash of that teasing smile, and I know he's going to ruin me. He makes my body shiver and my brain melt. He's also a huge mistake. Girls like me don't land guys like
Evers. But every time he knocks on my door, I let him in. I thought we understood each other. I thought we were playing the same game. I was wrong. EversI've never had a problem mixing business with
pleasure. Until Summer. I was supposed to keep an eye on her, not take her to bed. Once I had her where I wanted her, I couldn't let her go. I'm going to have to move heaven and Earth to win her back.And
that's the easy part.With the Russian mob after us and her father dragging us to hell¿I don't just have to win her back, I have to keep her alive.
If we can't outrun the past, we won't have a future. The rock on her hand is real, but our engagement is a fake. Once upon a time, I dreamed of buying her a ring, until everything blew up in my face. That was
the past, and this is business. At least, it is until I kiss her. It's supposed to be part of the act - and it is - right until my lips touch hers. I forget where we are. I forget why I'm kissing her. I just want more. More
of her taste, more of the tug of her fingers in my hair as she pulls me closer. More of her tongue stroking mine, more of her breath in my lungs. Just more. I want everything. Annalise is more than a client.
More than my ex. She could be my future. If I can't keep her safe, I won't lose her to the past, I'll lose her forever. Engaging the Billionaire is a standalone romance with a happy ending. It's the eighth book in
the Scandals of the Bad Boy Billionaires series and reveals more about the notorious Winters family. You can read it on its own, everything you need to know is explained, but once you get a taste you'll want
to read the others;}
I eat professors like him for breakfast. The moment Professor Grant shows up at my English 401 class is the day that I decide I'm not going to let some a$$hole ruin my last year as an undergrad. I've worked
way too hard, avoiding classes taught by pompous literary professors who have nothing better to do than assign busywork. It turns out Professor Grant is the worst offender of them all, and he isn't letting me
off easy. Well, he's in for a surprise. Sure, the silver fox look he's rocking turns me on, and yes, unfortunately, he's built as he can f*ck you into next week, but I don't care. I want him gone. Fired. Disintegrated
from existence. That is until he touches me, teases me, and challenges me as no professor has before. Now, I'm not so sure I want him out of my life. I'm starting to get used to the way he shows up at my
apartment unannounced. The way he calls me spoiled whenever I complain about my assignments and damn it all to hell, even that annoying, haughty look he gives me before burying his c*ck inside me. I
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never thought this would happen, but Professor Grant might be one assignment I'm willing to do the extra work for this year.
He needs a wife. She needs a paycheck. But neither expect the heat in their marriage of convenience. No one puts CEO Jack Sutton in a corner, not even his mother... or her will. If he wants his inheritance,
he needs to be married, but no one said the marriage had to be anything other than a business arrangement. There are plenty of willing women, and they'll play by the rules: stick to the script and don't fall in
love. He only has to find one in time. Too bad he only left himself a few hours. Kelly Bradley made it into the law school of her dreams, but she has no way to pay and the tuition deadline is fast approaching.
Marrying a billionaire might be a bit drastic, but spending one year on his arm will make all her problems go away... if she can keep her heart in check. That's never been a problem in the past. It's a business
arrangement, but when one thing leads to another will Jack be able to let Kelly go? Or can he find a way to renegotiate the deal of his life? This is a standalone book in the Sutton Billionaires Series. A shorter
version of this book was previously published in the Sutton Capital Series under the title Legal Ease.
"I'm going to kiss you now."Those were the most beautiful words a man had ever spoken to me.They were the start of my obsession.And the start of my life getting turned upside down.That night in the club, I
was celebrating my new success (and luck) because I'd finally landed an investor for my budding company. I had no idea the hot stranger who would tempt me back to his place would end up being the guy
who was cutting my checks.Lark is everything I want in a man, but that doesn't matter. Not at all. Because mixing money and emotions is a sin, and when you toss in the fact his ex-wife is his business
partner, you'd have to be insane to think love is possible.I should say no when he locks us inside his office.I shouldn't spend the night while his ex is trying to destroy my reputation.I really shouldn't let his lips
gets close when he whispers, "I'm going to kiss you now."But I guess I'm insane.Because I do.
I've got a big ego and an even bigger bank account. That's pretty much where my bio ends. Honestly, I don't need to say anything else. I've just sold 99% of women on going home with me. Do I sound like a
jerk to you? That's because I am. And guess what? It works for me just fine. Or at least it did. Until I met her. Books talk about sparks flying. With her, it was like emergency flares mixed with jet fuel. Or maybe
just straight up napalm. Only one problem. She wouldn't tell me her name or her number when she disappeared from the hotel room after the hottest fucking night of my life. Now I've had a taste of the perfect
woman—I need it again. So what's a jerk to do? I took this problem to the street. A missed connection gone viral. And when I find her? I'm keeping her. Dirty Billionaire is the first book in the Dirty Billionaire
Trilogy. All three books are now available! Creighton and Holly's story continues in Dirty Pleasures and Dirty Together. WARNING: If you can't handle a dirty-talking, dominant alpha male, The Dirty Billionaire
Trilogy may not be for you. If you're looking for your newest filthy billionaire book boyfriend, I'd love to introduce you to Creighton Karas. * * * This is a must-read for all those who love a hot, dirty mouthed
alpha male. Dirty Billionaire was the first book I have read by Meghan March, but it won't be my last. I dare you not to want a Creighton Karas for yourself. ~Alpha Book Club This story moved along at a fast-
pace, with characters that held my attention from start to finish. I listened to the Audible version, and I could not turn it off until I had finished the entire book. I was utterly captivated with this story! ~Obsessed
with Myshelf This was brilliant. So dirty, hot, sexy, and fun! ~Red Cheeks Reads * * * Topics: New York, Nashville, country music, country music romance, alpha male, billionaire, alpha male billionaire, alpha
hero, billionaire hero, rich hero, rich alpha male, bad boy alpha, bad boy alpha billionaire, famous celebrity, celebrity romance, country star romance, rockstar romance, innocent heroine, feisty heroine, strong
heroine, reformed bad boy, contemporary romance.
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